A Guide to Tonight’s 1st RACE

Thoroughbreds
3 Year Olds & Up, $2,000 Claiming
4 1/2 Furlongs

Race Analysis

Terrace Island - Never was close to the early lead in last Fresno outing when six lengths behind the pacesetters after the opening quarter mile while failing to offer a rally. He drops in class while only making third start in 25 weeks. He will likely drop back early again at this shorter route while drawn inside two front-running foes.

Everynow And Then - Battled inside one rival for lead through a 21.84 first quarter and kept dueling for command around the far turn in last fifth-place try vs. stretch-running winner dropping down from a $4,000 claimer. Two outs ago, he dueled for the lead through a similar 21.84 first quarter when second vs. repeat $2,000 winner Dinner At Jake’s.

Whya Da Whya - Battled inside one foe for command through a 21.54 opening quarter, gained a clear lead deep on the far turn and held fourth in last vs. prior $2,000 winner Dinner At Jake’s. Three races back, he raced between horses from the 1/4 to the 1/8-poles before tiring vs. eventual $2,000 runnerup Impregnable.

Barb Cat - Never got involved vs. much stronger field in first local try nearly one month ago when drifting out around the far turn while competing vs. eventual $5,000 winner Scotty’s Ladd. He displayed plenty of speed in Arizona earlier this year.

Razz Attack - Lacked early speed in last Fresno outing when racing wide throughout while gaining third in the final strides vs. prior $4,000 runnerup Irish Rover. He scored maiden win under this rider nine races back and looms late threat at this lower level.

Sognatore - Was three wide near the leaders approaching the 3/8-pole and backed up readily past the 5/16-pole in last well-beaten Hollywood Park outing at much higher level while facing prior $40,000 runnerup Pack Your Bags. He was prominent early vs. stronger Fairplex field two races back.

Scott’s Spirit - Broke clean, was urged early and dropped far back down the backstretch in last outing before making a nice move along the inside from the 1/4 to the 1/8-poles while keeping to his task thereafter vs. prior $2,000 third-place finisher Phil The Usher. He met repeat $5,000 winner Why Knot Us at higher level two back and adds blinkers.

Fastest Times at this distance
Barb Cat
Scott’s Spirit

Trouble in last race
Barb Cat
Razz Attack

Changing in Race Class
Up In Class
None

Down In Class
Terrace Island
Barb Cat
Razz Attack
Sognatore
Scott’s Spirit
A Guide to Tonight’s

2nd RACE

Quarter Horses

2 Year Olds, $6,250 Claiming
300 Yards

Race Analysis

With Corona - Was bumped off stride in the hind quarters soon after the start of last third-place try when keeping to his task in a very wide path. Two outs ago, she was also bumped off stride in the hind quarters at the start. Three races back, she slowly drifted in late when competing in the fastest of six 300-yard dashes on August 14.

Cassidy Cutie - Veered mildly at the start and kept trying thereafter in last fourth-place try vs. much stronger when competing in the fastest of four 300-yard dashes on October 23. Two outs ago, she veered in at the start and went evenly when sixth vs. eventual Golden State Million Juvenile winner Girlie Man.

AJS Kissntell - Veered out to get bumped leaving the gate, shifted in badly soon thereafter to impede two foes and showed interest during the final 1/16 in last better-than-looked try. Two back, he veered in to get bumped lightly early, drifted inward and never quit trying.

A Hot Check - Didn’t break alertly while veering in to get bumped at the start, lost his path quickly, shifted to the outside and finished with run on mind in last fourth-place try vs. prior maiden $10,000 winner Corona Plus. Two outs ago, he broke fast when recording the quickest of four 300-yard wins on August 27.

Precious Ella Mae - Veered out to get bumped hard leaving the gate, was bumped steadily soon thereafter while dropping out of contention and was not used during the final 1/8 of last fifth-place try at this level. Two outs ago, she was bumped inward hard at the start.

Team Nemo - Broke through the gate, ran off and was scratched from the eighth race on October 31 when entered for $8,000. He was forced in badly at the start of last to disregard. Two races back, he broke slow after getting fractious before the start.

Hidden Dash - Broke slow and was bumped hard at the start of last to ignore. Two outs ago, she was game third in fast race while competing vs. prior $10,000 runnerup Miss Kelly Kip. She recorded the second fastest of four 300-yard wins on August 27 three races ago.

Dashin Ways - Broke one length slow and finished running hard in last third-place try vs. stronger field when facing eventual Golden State Million trial winner R Chump Change and eventual Fresno Futurity winner Oh Jess Fly. He rallied to win two outs ago when getting bumped after an awkward start.

2nd Race Picks

Ed Burgart
Dashin Ways
AJS Kissntell
A Hot Check

Professor G
Dashin Ways
Cassidy Cutie
With Corona

Fastest Times at this distance
Cassidy Cutie
Dashin Ways

Trouble in last race
With Corona
AJS Kissntell
A Hot Check
Precious Ella Mae
Team Nemo
Hidden Dash
Dashin Ways

Changing in Race Class

Up In Class
None

Down In Class
Cassidy Cutie
AJS Kissntell
Team Nemo
Dashin Ways
**Race Analysis**

**Swiss Alpine** - Tracked pacemaker third-place finisher to the 1/4-pole, challenged for the lead past the 3/16-pole and drew clear under a hand ride past the 1/8-pole in last win at lower level when shortening stride late. Three outs ago, he steadied back from tight quarters when dueling with one foe for lead to the 5/16-pole.

**Dancer Man** - Hugged the rail around the far turn and lacked a solid closing punch in last fourth-place try vs. prior $4,000 fourth-place finisher Skyattic. Two outs ago, he rallied from between horses during the final 1/16 while shifting out to bump a rival near the wire.

**Swingin Jim** - Was a clear third past the 1/4-pole when chasing the dueling leaders and failed to sustain momentum in last Hollywood Park outing vs. stronger. He won over the 5/8-mile dirt Fairplex oval four races back and should enjoy this class drop.

**Seven Below** - Was three wide for lead around the far turn and entering the stretch when posting upset victory vs. easier in last while beating prior $2,000 winner Precaper. Two outs ago, he broke slow, steadied before the 3/16-pole and luged out slightly wide into the lane.

**Skyattic** - Drifted wide from the 1/4 to the 1/8-poles and leveled nicely during the final 1/16 of last win over earlier 2010 maiden $5,000 winner Unusual Soul. Two outs ago, he bobbed out at the start, was fanned wide into the stretch and went evenly late vs. better.

**Unusual Soul** - Raced outside pacemaker for lead down the backstretch and on the far turn of last improved runnerup showing vs. prior $5,000 fourth-place finisher Skyattic, one of his foes here. Two outs ago, he lacked room behind rivals on the far turn.

**Major General** - Hesitated at loading into the gate prior to last sixth-place try vs. stronger when lacking early speed in fast race while facing prior $5,000 third-place finisher Scotty’s Ladd. He was fourth eight back vs. eventual $2,000 winner Swiss Alpine.

**Echo West** - Tracked pacemaker to the 1/4-pole and proved stubborn runnerup in last when facing prior $2,000 third-place finisher Phil’s Usher. Two outs ago, he dueled inside one rival for lead to the 1/6-pole and pulled clear. He is one of the pace threats here.

**Dinner At Jake’s** - Retains leading rider and takes on stronger field while seeking third straight win. He defeated earlier 2010 local maiden $2,500 winner Goochio in last. He outfinished prior maiden $2,500 winner Everynow And Then two outs ago.
Race Analysis

**Spoolish** - Lugged inward to the 1/16-pole, was urged six times during the final 110 yards and was taken in hand near the wire on October 16 when getting outworked by 2 1/4 lengths.

**Agent Present** - Veered in at the start and kept trying in last runner-up try vs. prior maiden $2,500 second-place finisher A Regal Dash who was posting the fourth fastest of six 300-yard wins on October 22. Two outs ago, he broke a step slow and drifted out past the 1/8.

**Flying Expectations** - Was a program scratch from the fourth race on October 30 when entered at this level. She lacked a rally from the rail post in last outing when drifting inward during the final 1/16. Two outs back, she drifted in steadily to the 1/16-pole.

**Ashley Taylor** - Has flashed improvement in last pair and is quick from the gate. She outfinished eventual maiden $2,500 runner-up Agent Present two outs ago when competing in the slowest of six 300-yard dashes on October 8. Filly has run well for this rider.

**All Man** - Drops to his lowest class level and ran .01 faster than rival Agent Present did one race earlier on October 22 in last fourth-place showing vs. prior maiden $5,000 third-place finisher El Mexican Choice. Two outs ago, he was solidly bumped from both sides early.

**Im Especially First** - Finished .32 behind rival Agent Present in last well-beaten outing at this level. Two outs ago, she was bumped from both sides about 30 yards after the start and lacked a rally thereafter.

**Go Check Him SA** - Veered out to get bumped off balance while losing the rider soon after the start of last to disregard. He took up after breaking slow and getting bumped leaving the gate two races back. Trouble-prone gelding takes a big class drop.

**La Estrellita Light** - Has lacked rallies during the final 1/8 of all five outs. She faced repeat maiden $2,500 runner-up Cashmere Class in last start. Three outs ago, she veered in to get bumped out into another rival at the start before lacking a rally.

**RGR Royal Wrangler** - Broke okay, was not particularly quick into stride and kept trying while barely missing second in last outing. Two outs ago, he was moving well past the wire when fifth vs. prior maiden $2,500 third-place finisher MB Diamante.
A Guide to Tonight’s

5th RACE

Thoroughbreds

3 Year Olds & Up, $4,000 Claiming
4 1/2 Furlongs

Race Analysis

Ican’tremember - Finished with big strides during the final 1/16 of last narrow setback vs. prior $2,000 winner Heads Up Good Luck, who was recording his 14th lifetime win. He dropped far back early after a clean start two outs ago. Three races back, he forced the pace through a moderate 22.64 first quarter before shortening stride readily during the final 50 yards.

Game Of Luck - Has not run to his past class in three starts here this year. Two outs ago, he angled to the rail before the 1/4-pole and went evenly down the stretch when fifth vs. repeat $2,000 winner Heads Up Good Luck and eventual Fairplex $5,000 winner Stand Tall.

True To Summing - May prove elusive target in this paceless field. He was a clear third past the 1/4-pole in last fifth-place try five weeks ago when facing eventual $2,000 winner Phil The Usher while finishing 4 1/2 lengths clear of rival Ican’tremember. He made a clear lead through a 21.50 first quarter in prior runnerup showing. He veered in badly and took up soon after the start three outs ago.

Sock It To ‘Em - Was fractious in the gate before getting bumped from both sides about 50 yards after the start of last outing when settling behind the four battling leaders to the 1/4-pole. He eventually angled towards the inside by the 1/16-pole and was moving okay late. Gelding is on the improve and once had terrific early speed.

Tommyland - Broke slow, had no early speed as usual in last and went evenly on the outside down the stretch of last sixth-place outing vs. winner dropping down from a $3,200 claimer. He was distant second four races back vs. repeat $2,000 winner Phil The Usher.

Bridge Too Far - Broke slow, moved up along the inside down the backstretch before steadying back from tight quarters near the 1/4-pole and then angled wide into the stretch of last outing six weeks ago. Two outs ago, he stumbled in, lost his path and took up at the start before racing very wide around the far turn. He removes the blinkers that he wore in his last two outs.

Chris Russell handles True to Summing for owner Jorge Fernando Valenzuela.

5th Race Picks

Ed Burgart
Ican’tremember
True To Summing
Bridge Too Far

Professor G
True To Summing
Ican’tremember
Sock It To ‘Em

Fastest Times at this distance

Sock It To ‘Em
Ican’tremember

Trouble in last race

Sock It To ‘Em
Tommyland
Bridge Too Far

Changing in Race Class

Up In Class
None

Down In Class
Game Of Luck
Sock It To ‘Em
Race Analysis

Runaway Genes • Was bumped out at the start and never quit trying under solid urging during the final 1/8 of last improved third-place showing vs. earlier 2010 claiming futurity trial third-place finisher Corona To Toast. Two outs ago, he veered in to get bumped at the start, was floated in past the 1/16-pole and lacked a solid rally.

Delightfulcheck • Was fractious and knocked open her gate door before coming away alertly in last fifth-place out when finishing .10 behind rival Runaway Genes. She was fractious behind the gate two outs ago when going evenly under steady urging during the final 1/8.

Runaway Firecracker • Came away in fair style and was in hand throughout when outworking rival, 12.3-13.3, on October 12. On October 26, she broke okay, was bumped in the early stages, and was floated in thereafter while getting outworked, 12.8-13.0.

Dovish • Didn’t break alertly while veering out to get bumped at the start, was bumped again about 20 yards later and drifted in steadily during the final 1/8 of debut 42 days ago. Last August 28, she broke with her head up in the air when second best, 12.7-13.5-12.3.

Im Big And Gray • Gets a positive post switch, drops in class and has leading rider up. He faced prior maiden $16,000 third-place finisher High Tide in last start. Two outs ago, he lugged in to the 1/16-pole and was sharp third in the fastest of three 300-yard dashes on October 1 while facing eventual maiden $16,000 runnerup K Syrah.

Lasorpresade R V • Lugged inward throughout and kept trying in fifth-place debut vs. recent $5,000 winner Smarty Fish. In earlier September 18 drill, she broke fast, lugged in steadily to the 1/16-pole and was well in hand when working alone in good move.
**7th Race Picks**

**Ed Burgart**
- Missile Missile
- Silver Helmet
- Wegotlucky

**Professor G**
- Wegotlucky
- Missile Missile
- Silver Helmet

**Fastest Times at this distance**
- Silver Helmet
- Missile Missile

**Trouble in last race**
- Silver Helmet
- Ricky El Corredor

**Race Analysis**

**Wegotlucky** - Is speedster from Oregon who was fourth at the Tilloomok Country Fair in Tillomook, OR three outs ago. He has solid distance rider up and can be well positioned early in this fairly paces field.

**Missile Missile** - Finished nicely during the final 1/8 of last fourth-place try vs. prior $2,500 third-place finisher Phil The Usher. Gelding hails from leading thoroughbred barn and is the lone entrant who finished better than fifth in their last outs. He was game fourth three outs back vs. eventual $2,000 runnerup Impregnable.

**Silver Helmet** - Has not been able to display his former early speed in recent races. He had an uncomfortable trip in last when veering out to get bumped at the start before getting bumped inward while also floated in past the 1/8-pole. He broke slow two outs ago.

**Pistou** - Battled outside one rival for lead through a moderate 22.58 opening quarter before backing up steadily from between horses approaching the 1/4-pole in last Fresno outing. He went evenly for sixth here three races back vs. repeat $4,000 winner Atlantra’s Tantrum and didn’t display any early speed in two starts here last September.

**Ricky El Corredor** - Faced repeat $2,000 winner Dinner At Jake’s in last fifth-place try one month ago. He has no early speed and finished 1 1/2 lengths behind rival Missile Missile four outs ago. Three races back, he broke slow and took back sharply at the start.

**Im Unfaithful** - Quickly dropped out of contention after breaking out at the start of last outing at this level. Two outs ago, he broke clean, moved up between horses around the far turn, was floated out mildly past the 1/8-pole and kept to his task late.

**Media Maker** - Was a program scratch from the third race on October 22 when entered at this level. He lands solid distance rider here and was fifth in last outing when facing runnerup who since won for $2,000. He is hurt by lack of early speed.
A Guide to Tonight’s

8th RACE

Quarter Horses

2 Year Olds, $10,000 Maiden Claiming
300 Yards

Race Analysis

Jumpn Rocco - Broke a bit awkward and kept trying in last fourth-place showing at higher level when competing in the second slowest of four 300-yard dashes on October 9. Two outs ago, he was hard-trying third in a futurity trial while facing eventual Golden State Million Juvenile winner Girfie Man.

Storm Feature - Was lightly bumped early and kept trying in last improved sixth-place try when making first start as a gelding while facing sharp first three finishers who won their next outs. Two outs ago, he dropped far back early after veering inward in the early stages.

Fritzie J - Veered in at the start of debut from the far outside post when facing prior maiden $16,000 runnerup I Dont Tell Secrets while competing in the second slowest of four 300-yard dashes on October 23. In prior September 28 drill, she broke sharp, drifted in throughout and outworked rival by a neck.

SFR Fishn Witchicks - Is racing in solid form and dropped head photo in last vs. prior maiden $16,000 third-place finisher High Tide while competing in the second slowest of six 300-yard dashes on October 22. Two outs ago, he lugged in to get bumped at the 1/16-pole and was bumped again soon thereafter when fourth vs. eventual $10,000 winner Gardel.

Beggin For Fish - Showed little in two starts vs. stronger. In debut, he lugged in badly to the 1/16-pole. He dropped out of contention quickly in last after veering in to get bumped leaving the gate. He has winning connections.

Dammienlittlebug - Broke very slow in debut one month ago. In earlier August 24 drill, she broke okay, drifted out early, was urged along at the 1/16-pole and was in hand late when working alone.

8th Race Picks

Ed Burgart
Jumpn Rocco
SFR Fishn Witchicks
Storm Feature

Professor G
SFR Fishn Witchicks
Jumpn Rocco
Storm Feature

Fastest Times at this distance

SFR Fishn Witchicks
Jumpn Rocco

Trouble in last race

Storm Feature
Beggin For Fish
Dammienlittlebug

Changing in Race Class

Up In Class
None

Down In Class

Jumpn Rocco
Storm Feature
Fritzie J
Beggin For Fish
Dammienlittlebug
A Guide to Tonight’s
9th RACE
Quarter Horses
3 Year Olds, $8,000 Claiming
330 Yards

Jim Hanson readies Zoomin For Gold for James G. and Two The Max Investments LLC.

Race Analysis

Stelly Savalas • Has not started for 13 weeks since last fifth-place showing vs. eventual $10,000 winner Ocean Secret when fractious before the start. He was third under this rider two outs ago when facing prior $12,500 winner Cavalry Scout while getting bumped back slightly soon after the start.

Watch Out Bambino • Usually finds his best stride late and needs an alert start from this post. Two outs ago, he lugged inward to the 1/8-pole and finished running hard vs. prior starter allowance $6,250 runnerup Kool Illusions. He beat easier field three races back.

Shake Em Silver • Broke fast in last third-place try vs. rapid winner who since finished third for $12,500. Two outs ago, he veered out a few lanes at the start, drifted out past the 1/8-pole and kept trying vs. recent $12,500 runnerup Fishers Fire.

Dreamy Kisses • Looked sharp when recording the second fastest of six 300-yard wins on October 8 in last win from the rail post while defeating much-troubled runnerup who since won for $10,000. Two outs ago, he was second vs. sharp winner who was equaling the second fastest of eight 300-yard victories on September 10.

Cashflowtome • Has been idle for nearly one year since last sixth-place trial outing vs. talented winner who since captured the Los Alamitos Two Million and Golden State Derby. On October 12, he broke okay, lugged in steadily to the 1/16-pole, shifted out soon thereafter and drifted back inward late when getting outworked, 12.3-12.5.

El Mexican Choice • Has improved with each start and recorded the third fastest of six 300-yard victories on October 22 in last maiden win over prior maiden $5,000 fourth-place finisher Mongoose Jedi. Two outs ago, he was bumped out into another rival at the start.

Zoomin For Gold • Veered in to get bumped at the start, was forced out soon thereafter, lugged inward throughout and lost a tough photo in last vs. recent $12,500 winner Jess Between Friends. He looked sharp when recording the fastest of five 300-yard wins on August 21 two outs ago.

9th Race Picks
Ed Burgart
Zoomin For Gold
Dreamy Kisses
Shake Em Silver
Professor G
Zoomin For Gold
Shake Em Silver
Cashflowtome

Fastest Times at this distance
Zoomin For Gold
Watch Out Bambino

Trouble in last race
Cashflowtome
Zoomin For Gold

Changing in Race Class
Up In Class
Dreamy Kisses
El Mexican Choice

Down In Class
Stelly Savalas
Watch Out Bambino
Shake Em Silver
Cashflowtome
Zoomin For Gold

LA-35
A Guide to Tonight’s 10th Race

Quarter Horses
2 Year Olds, $5,000 Maiden Claiming
300 Yards

Race Analysis

Hot Check - Faced recent $12,500 winner Better As A Memory and eventual maiden $5,000 winner Jazzaway in last third-place try at higher level. He was third vs. eventual $8,000 winner Corona Plus two outs ago. Three back, he stumbled and broke slow.

Hesadancindude - Veered out at the start of last seventh-place outing when facing recent $5,000 winner Smarty Fish. Two outs ago, he broke okay, drifted in early, was floated in before the 1/16-pole and went evenly.

Have A Good Day - Didn’t break alertly and was floated inward before the 1/16-pole in last sixth-place try vs. better field when facing prior maiden $16,000 third-place finisher High Tide. Two outs ago, he veered out at the start from the rail post.

Executive Zeal - Faces stronger field while making first trip postward in two months after last fifth-place showing vs. prior maiden $5,000 third-place finisher MB Dancing Corona. He faces five class droppers in this solid maiden $5,000 group.

Chicks So Rare - Is back from Indiana and drifted in steadily from the rail post on this oval vs. much stronger three outs back when facing eventual futurity qualifier Fearless And First. He was sixth in debut vs. eventual Golden State Million finalist PK Fire and fits well here.

Perfecterette - Was a program scratch from the first race on October 31 when entered at this level. In October 16 drill, she broke sharp while veering out mildly, was urged along throughout and drifted inward during the last 1/16 when best, 12.5-12.7.

Mr Bills Secret - Broke okay while veering in to get bumped at the start, drifted inward nearly the entire drill and kept trying when geting outworked by a neck on September 7. On October 9, he broke slow, dropped well back early, was urged twice at the 1/16-pole and finished with good strides while second best when a head back in three-team set, 12.5-12.4-12.4.

Hawk All The Way - Broke slow and lost her path away from the gate in last outing to ignore from 14 weeks ago. On October 16, she broke okay, drifted in to the 1/16-pole and was under a hold late when best, 12.4-12.6, in better-than-looked move.

10th Race Picks

Ed Burgart
Hot Check
Mr Bills Secret
Hawk All The Way

Professor G
Hot Check
Hawk All The Way
Chicks So Rare

Fastest Times at this distance
Hot Check
Perfecterette

Trouble in last race
Have A Good Day
Executive Zeal
Chicks So Rare
Perfecterette
Hawk All The Way

Changing in Race Class

Up In Class
Executive Zeal

Down In Class
Hot Check
Have A Good Day
Chicks So Rare
Perfecterette
Hawk All The Way